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THE 7-DAY SEQUENCE 
THAT STRIKES A 
PERFECT BALANCE 
BETWEEN REVENUE-
GENERATION AND 
RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING

If you’re looking for a simple 

way to bump your conversions 

(without having to write new 

sales copy), then download 

this copy-and-paste followup 

series today...
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http://DigitalMarketer.com
http://followupmachine.com/big-results-small-list


ABOUT DIGITAL MARKETER 
 

DigitalMarketer.com is a community where marketers, growth 
hackers, entrepreneurs and small business owners come to get 

ideas on:

Driving More Traffic
Increasing Conversion Rates, and…

Boosting Social Engagement

NOTE: If you’re new to DM, you can click one of the links below 
for free, instant access to our most popular articles and case 

studies on the subject that interests you most: Traffic, Conversion 
or Engagement.

If you like what you see, you can subscribe to our Digital Marketer 
Newsletter and get new case studies and reports in your inbox 

every week…
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http://www.digitalmarketer.com/drive-more-traffic/
http://www.digitalmarketer.com/boost-conversions/
http://www.digitalmarketer.com/boost-conversions/
http://www.digitalmarketer.com/increase-engagement/
http://www.digitalmarketer.com/increase-engagement/
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These are your bread and butter subject lines - you should be using 

them most frequently. They are usually direct and speak to a specific 

benefit your audience will gain by opening the email. 

Self-Interest subject lines also help pre-qualify openers by giving 

them a clue about your email’s body content.

Our top 100 subject lines are listed along with the elements that 

make them so effective. Here are the top 8 elements you’ll find in 

high-opening subject lines:

SELF INTEREST11
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If Self-Interest subject lines work because they give information, 

curiosity-based ones succeed for the exact opposite reason. 

These peak the interest of subscribers without giving away too much 

information, leading to higher opens. 

Be careful though, because curiosity-based subject lines can get old 

fast and are the most likely to miss their mark.

Do you like free stuff? So does your email list. When you are giving 

something away, directly stating that in your subject line is a great 

way to convince them to open the email and learn more.

CURIOSITY

OFFER
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One of the most powerful activators for your email list is a subject 
line that tells readers they must act now. Too many of these can lead 
to list exhaustion so use sparingly and only when there is actually a 
limited quantity or limited availability.

Sometimes you just need to thank your subscribers or send them a 
holiday greeting. Don’t forget to remind your list about the person 
or people behind your products.

Keeping your audience informed about new developments in your 
field builds authority and keeps your open rates high. These subject 
lines often work well when combined with a curiosity element.

URGENCY

HUMANITY

NEWS
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A fundamental characteristic of humans is that we look to the 

behavior of others when making decisions. You can leverage this in 

your email subject lines by mentioning individual’s success stories, 

familiar names, or highlighting how many people are already using a 

product or service.

We know that even short stories can be powerful, as the classic 

example, “For sale: baby shoes, never worn,” shows. Telling a 

story, or at least teasing the beginning of one, in your subject line 

is a unique way to highlight a benefit and get the open rate you’re 

looking for.

SOCIAL PROOF

STORY
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THE TOP 10 EMAIL
SUBJECT LINES
OF 2015...



SERIOUSLY, GET THIS BOOK.10

Content: The Choose Yourself Guide to Wealth (James 
Altucher’s book)

Open Rate: 16.91%

Analysis: This subject line is pretty direct – seriously means 
no fooling around. But the blind reference to an as-yet 
unidentified book demands the recipient take a look 
inside and see if it’s a good fit for their library shelf. 
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I’M PULLING THE PLUG...9

Content: Blog Post

Open Rate: 17.13%

Analysis: This subject line uses negative language to 
great effect. What does “pulling the plug” mean for 
DigitalMarketer subscribers? Is this bad news (or as it 
turned out, great news)? Only by clicking through can you 
find out.
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7 SPLIT TESTING MISTAKES8

Content: Blog Post

Open Rate: 17.34%

Analysis: Do you like making mistakes? Neither do we 
(though it happens). So when someone promises to show 
you pitfalls to avoid before it’s too late, no one wants to 
miss the opportunity to do so. 
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HOW HOSTGATOR DOES RETARGETING7

Content: Blog Post

Open Rate: 17.40%

Analysis: This subject is simple and to the point, with 
a clear value proposition (learn how to leverage their 
retargeting strategy). The social proof of leveraging a well-
known brand helps validate the information contained 
within the email.
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TRAFFIC (on a “shoestring” budget)6

Content: Blog Post

Open Rate: 17.79%

Analysis: All caps can be pretty polarizing – no one likes to 
be yelled at digitally. But when you pick a word business 
owners love, the results are more positive. And offering a 
cost-friendly solution to a problem never hurts.
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11 SNEAKY EMAIL TRICKS5

Content: Blog Post

Open Rate: 17.83%

Analysis: This subject line uses a number that stands 
out (11) and a compelling adjective (sneaky) to hook 
the audience. And everyone loves simple to implement 
strategies, as implied by words like “trick” “hack” 
or “shortcut.”
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FACEBOOK ADS (YOUR FIRST 3 STEPS)4

Content: Perpetual Traffic Episode

Open Rate: 17.87%

Analysis: If you’ve wanted to try something new, like 
Facebook ads, one of the biggest barriers to entry is not 
knowing where to start. This subject is clear, direct, and 
helps people who aren’t sure if they’ll be able to use 
the information.
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THE YOUTUBE GOLD MINE3

Content: Blog Post

Open Rate: 17.90%

Analysis: Have you ever discovered a gold mine? Probably 
not, but it sure would be nice to do so. This subject line 
combines a high value proposition with intriguing but 
vague details. Open up!
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THANK YOU!2

Content: $1 Trial Offer

Open Rate: 17.99%

Analysis: This is a subject line that works so well we sneak 
it into our mails every year and it never fails to disappoint. 
People love recognition, and acknowledgement of what 
they’ve done (if you swipe just one subject line, make it 
this one).
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23 BIZARRE PRODUCTS SELLING ONLINE1

Content: Blog Post

Open Rate: 18.71%

Analysis: This was one of our experiments for 2015, seeing 
how some lighter, less actionable content would fare, 
and the fact that subject line took our top slot shows that 
this strategy works. This subject promises a fun twist on 
studying just how crazy ecommerce can be. And lists with 
odd numbers always catch the eye.
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DIGITAL MARKETER’S
TOP 90 EMAIL 
SUBJECT LINES...



Those may be the cream of the crop, but with 134 million emails out the 

door, we saw a few other good ones, too. 

Here are the next 90 subject lines that had the highest open rates and a 

breakdown of the elements that compose them...
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SHOULD YOU
TEST THAT?...



But wait, there’s more!

Now that you have our best subject lines of the year, you should be 

ready to up your own game and start sending some emails.

We’re going to give you just a little bit more information to help you 

get an extra bump… Here are our 3 top performing email split tests 
of 2015.
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HIGHLIGHTING A PAIN IN THE
SUBJECT LINE1

Open rate can lie about performance. 

That doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t look at the metric, because you 
definitely should. It’s one of your top 4 email metrics to watch, along with 
click through rate, unsubscribe rate, and earnings per click (EPC). 

But here’s a great split test that shows why you can judge a campaign by a 
single metric.

We ran this subject line split test in March of this year. These were the two 
subject lines.
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The “Little _______ = big sales [QUIZ]” beat out the other one, but the 
results weren’t significant. So at first glance, the test was a wash. However, 
on closer examination the subject line “This is why your prospects aren’t 
buying” actually had more clicks. 

A LOT more. 

We saw a statistically significant lift of 18% in click throughs for the second 
subject line. The reason? The other headline pre-qualified openers by 
highlighting a pain they were feeling in their business. 

That’s one of the risks with curiosity headlines – they drive more opens 
but people don’t know what they are getting into when they open. So for 
more complex or expensive offers, direct and pain-based subject lines can 
produce better results. Don’t overdo it on the doom and gloom though; a 
little bit of negativity goes a long way and too much can turn subscribers off 
your emails.
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USE CSS BUTTONS IN YOUR EMAIL2

Setting yourself up for mobile wins has never been more important, as more 
and more people are using their mobile devices to read email, browse the 
web and make purchases. 

Because of this trend, we decided to experiment with CSS buttons during 
our Black Friday promotion. 

We tested emails using buttons for the CTA against emails using just text 
hyperlinks, which had been our standard practice. 
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Here’s a glance at what each one looked like:
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We figured that the button would win, but we had no idea how incredible 
the results would be. The email with buttons had a 22% higher click through 
rate, no small feat and definitely a sign that this test was a winner. 

But that’s not the mind-blowing part of the results. 

We also compared the performance and found that the earnings per click, 
the amount of money we made for every person who clicked through the 
email, was 38% higher for the email with CSS buttons.
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USE UNICODE SYMBOLS TO HIGHLIGHT 
EMAILS

3

We’ve said it before, but we’ll say it again --- using Unicode symbols in your 
subject line is a great way to generate a bump in opens. 

These symbols are the little pictures that show up in your inbox, including
    ,      ,     , and   1 . Since Unicode symbols are coded in computer systems 
like alphabet characters and numbers, they can be displayed on multiple 
browsers and devices.

Across all kinds of topics and subject lines, we’ve found that Unicode 
symbols produce a consistent 8% bump in email opens. So these can be 
a great way to squeeze everything you can out of a big promotion or help 
push visitors to a particularly strong blog post.

You can grab a swipe file of some of the best Unicode symbols here. 
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/digitalmarketer-downloads/website/content/uploads/2015/12/Digital-Marketer-Unicode-Swipe-File.xlsx
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